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practices don’t just happen.
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The accounting services sector is highly fragmented and highly competitive.
Margins are thin and clients, for the most part, hold the upper hand. It’s hard
to attract and retain talent (especially for smaller firms) and it’s even harder to
present your firm as a differentiated service provider in today’s crowded market.
But that’s not the story for all firms in the profession.

VALUE PACKED PROGRAM
Your firm’s registration includes:

A small number of firms out perform the rest by an order of magnitude. They
do that not by simply deploying so-called “best practice” initiatives – that’s a
table stake. Best practice is not sufficient to guarantee superior performance.
Best practice diffuses rapidly and any competitive advantage rapidly
disappears.

Great firms exhibit an X-factor!
Model Generation by
Alexander Osterwalder &
Yves Pigneur; …A $42 value
u Access to Principa’s online

Portal called “A Day with the
Disrupters”; ….A $725 value
u One-on-one phone

conference with Ric Payne
to review your planning
horizon, goals and
challenges to prepare for
the retreat workshop;
u Structured 2.5 days retreat

workshop – using a game
changing process to lead
you step by step through
the creation of your firm’s
re-designed and re-positioned
business model;
u	Tremendous networking

opportunity with your
peers to share ideas, issues,
opportunities;
u	Coaching and assistance, to

help in the implementation
process for 12 months after
the retreat workshop date,
at no additional cost.

The X-factor emerges from a business model that’s different from the rest
of the pack; one that: delivers superior value to your firm’s selected clients
and other stakeholders; creates an environment conducive to tapping the
skill and psyche of today’s young knowledge workers; positions your firm as
being nimble and responsive to the emerging needs of a complex and rapidly
changing market comprised of more sophisticated, more demanding, and less
loyal clients.

To accomplish this you must address the ‘new rules’ of practice
development.
You need to harness the power of technology and social media as both a
marketing AND value creation tool; identify and inspire the future leaders
of your practice; uniquely differentiate your firm from “old school” service
providers; outsmart your bigger competitors, and win the hearts and minds of
your team members, alliance partners, clients, and prospective clients.
This program is a game-changer designed specifically for visionaries and
challengers looking to replace an outdated practice business model with one
attuned to today’s technology, market and team members.
For a limited time, you have an opportunity to work one-on-one with Ric
Payne. He is one of the profession’s leading strategy and
practice development specialists. His goal is to help you
dramatically increase your income within three years and
renew your zest for public practice.

Ric Payne

u A FREE copy of Business

Ric is the co-founder of The Accountants’ Boot Camp,
Results Accountants’ Systems and Principa. He’s played
on both sides of the ball having been a partner in a mid-sized regional firm for
many years as well as being a firm advisor, revolutionary and thought leader for
the past three decades.
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SPACE IS LIMITED...
SECURE YOUR FIRM’S PLACE TODAY!
The Practice Development
Retreat Workshop will not be a
“chalk and talk” conference.

Hear what some of your
colleagues had to say about
last year’s retreat workshop:
“Ric is an excellent orator, with the
ability to pull nuggets of knowledge,
from his experience & see how it fits
with the issues facing your firm. His
insight & advice are excellent, useful
& very pertinent. I was very happy
with this retreat.”

It’s a structured 2.5-day practice development retreat workshop where the
emphasis is on “workshop”. Importantly, it’s the start of a 12-month process to
implement a re-designed and re-positioned business model for your firm.
A robust strategic plan comes from careful and deliberate thought that’s
challenged, provoked and prodded by people who are able to bring an
“outsider” view to the table. Ric Payne and his team have that “outsider” view,
but it’s one that also has an “insider” perspective.
Circumstances do not determine your destiny. You do. It’s simply a matter of
the choices (and adjustments) you make. You have the potential to be in the
top 2-5% of income earners for firms of your type and size. If you’re not there
yet, it’s because you haven’t developed an appropriate business model and
implemented an action plan to get there.

This unique program will help you do that.

Mark Dell’Erede,
Ross, Pope & Company, Timmins, ON

“Thought provoking. Business
Model Development framework
leads to thinking about my
business in a focused manner. Most
importantly, it gives me a vehicle to
get my team to buy into.”
Joel Lipchitz,
Lipchitz & Associates, Keswick, ON

It’s a proven, structured process to facilitate the development of a plan
specifically tailored to your practice configuration, your personality, your
aspirations and your business community.

“This has universal application that we
intend to use with clients as well.”
Chris Finlay,
Chris Finlay, Professional Corporation,
Nepean, ON

And there’s a duality of outcome as well. The process you will go through
can be easily and profitably offered to your clients. In other words, this is an
opportunity for you to develop a marketable service skill while working on
your own firm. What better “confidence builder” can you have than to be able
to say to a client “… this process dramatically changed our firm and it can do
the same for you.”

“Opportunity to work on big picture
and test vision of the firm. Refine
the vision and methodology to
implement changes required to
improve the practice.”

Accepting 40 firms only per offering.
ACT NOW to secure your place.
Because of the intense hands-on nature of this program, the number
of participating firms will be strictly limited. If you want us to help you
dramatically increase your income in the next three years, REGISTER NOW!

Paul Winstanley,
Winstanley Business Advisors Ltd.,
West Vancouver, BC

“Sharing of experience, with Ric &
other participants. The fact that the
participants have both similar levels of
issues and a variety of practices in size,
geography and mix of services.”
Tim Thompson,
Millard, Rouse & Rosebrugh LLP, Norwich, ON
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Here’s how the
process will work uuu

STAGE

1

Preparation & Discovery

As soon as you register for the program you
will be given access to an online portal that
contains a suite of resources you’ll be able to
use to start designing your business model and
developing your strategic plan. You will also be
invited to complete an optional questionnaire
that will be used as a framework for a one-onone phone conference with Ric Payne to review
your planning horizon, goals and challenges.
FREE with your registration, your firm will
also receive Alexander Osterwalder & Yves
Pigneur’s book Business Model Generation and
immediate access to another Principa online
Portal called “A Day with the Disrupters” which
contains a huge set of resources on value
pricing, leadership and business model design….
A $725 value!
The ideas you’ll be exposed to in this process
are easy to understand—that will not be
your challenge—but they are often hard to
implement and that’s why the program you’re
investing in has a 12-month time frame at no
additional cost to you AND why Ric and his
team will be there for you over that period to
provide coaching and assistance.
Knowing where you are is a critical part of the
process of projecting where you want to go.
In addition to detailed templates and step-bystep instructions you’ll receive background
reading to assist you through this phase. This
will include:
•
•
•
•

3

a review of your current position
clarification of your financial targets
drafting of the vision you have for your firm
an analysis of your competitive landscape –
current and emerging
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STAGE

2

STAGE

3

Design & Development:
Practice Development Retreat Workshop

Deployment:
The Implementation Process

The purpose of this 2.5 day workshop will be to
facilitate a process for you to design, develop
and defend your proposed business model.
Ideally, you’ll come to the event with your
background research done. However, because
the process and support will be available to you
for 12 months from the date of the workshop,
the pre-workshop preparation while strongly
advisable, is not essential.

This phase of the process is where the rubber
hits the road. Success is the logical outcome of
a good strategy well executed. You’ll leave this
workshop with a clear line of sight between
where you are and where you want to go. Most
importantly, you’ll have an implementation
calendar that you’ll be able to use to hold
yourself accountable for your progress in
implementing the initiatives that will take you
there.

At the workshop you’ll use a game-changing
process to lead you step by step through the
creation of your plan which will include:
• identifying your targeted client segments
• defining your Client Value Proposition (CVP)
for each segment
• defining the nature of the relationship you
want to have with each segment
• determining what communication and
delivery channels you will use to attract,
service, and retain clients (this will include
such things as your social media strategy and
the use of cloud-based technologies)
• identifying the activities required to deliver
your CVP
• understanding the resources you’ll need to
support those activities
• determining the strategic partners you’ll
need to make your business model work
• developing your implementation action plan
and sourcing related collateral

Undoubtedly, you’ll hit barriers along the
way and you may need to pivot as you go,
but that’s to be expected. Ric and his team
will be there to help you along the way. For
example, you have the option of participating
in a monthly support call tied to your
implementation calendar – included in your
registration.

There’s wisdom in crowds.
The opportunity to network with your peers
is a major benefit of participating in the
live workshop. They share your interest in
developing a sustainable competitive advantage
and all the program participants bring relevant
experience, knowledge and ideas to the table.
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION
AND CONDITIONS
Space is limited – Reserve your firm’s place today!
If you’re a multi-partner firm, the value to your firm is maximized if you attend with as many partners as possible. To help,
we’re offering a SPECIAL DISCOUNT of more than 50% off the registration fee for each additional partner from your firm.
Partner fee: $1,995 (plus applicable taxes)
Each additional partner: $895 (plus applicable taxes)
[Additional partners must be from the same firm and register at the same time.]
For general registration inquiries, contact Liliia Dubko, Participant Coordinator at 416-204-3263

LOCATIONS AND ACCOMMODATION:
Choose from two offerings in scenic locations with plenty of activities to enjoy:
Autumn in Niagara Falls, ON: September 22-24, 2014, Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview Hotel & Spa
Winter in Vancouver, BC: January 14-16, 2015, Simon Fraser University (Harbour Centre)
LOCATION AND ACCOMMODATION
Marriott Niagara Falls Fallsview Hotel & Spa
6740 Fallsview Boulevard
Niagara Falls, Ontario L2G 3W6
Tel: 1 (888) 501-8916
Participants are required to live in residence for the duration of the retreat workshop.
The daily accommodation rate is $155 per night (plus applicable taxes)

Cancellation Policy*
If you are unable to attend the course for any reason, you may substitute, by arrangement with the Participant Coordinator, someone who meets the
qualifications from your organization, or you may cancel. Course cancellations will be subject to a $300 administration fee (plus applicable taxes).
Cancellations within 30 days are subject to the $300 administration fee (plus applicable taxes) and any related hotel cancellation fees. PLEASE NOTE: All
cancellations must be received in writing by e-mail to registration@cpacanada.ca.

LOCATION						ACCOMMODATION
Simon Fraser University						
Delta Vancouver Suites Hotel
(Harbour Centre) 						550 West Hastings Street
515 West Hastings Street 					Vancouver, BC V6B 3Y6
Vancouver, BC V6B 5K3						Tel: 604-689-8188
Tel: 778-782-5800
The daily accommodation rate at the Delta Vancouver Suites Hotel is $149 per night (plus
applicable taxes).
Cancellation Policy*
If you are unable to attend the course for any reason, you may substitute, by arrangement with the Participant Coordinator, someone who meets the
qualifications from your organization, or you may cancel. Course cancellations will be subject to a $300 administration fee (plus applicable taxes). PLEASE NOTE:
All cancellations must be received in writing by e-mail to registration@cpacanada.ca.
*PLEASE NOTE: All cancellations must be received in writing, either by mail to CPA Canada Continuing Education,
277 Wellington Street West, Toronto, ON M5V 3H2, Attn: Liliia Dubko, Participant Coordinator, or faxed to (416) 204-3415.

program disclaimer
The topics, program format, dates and locations are correct at time of printing. If unforseen circumstances occur, CPA Canada reserves he right to delete items from the
program or cancel the event and refund fees. The retreat workshop may be cancelled and all fees refunded if the reuired minimum endrolment is not obtained.
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